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Properties of infinitesimal generators of C, semigroups of semi-Fredholm 
operators are investigated. In addition, perturbations of the generator which 
give rise to such semigroups are studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
Two important areas of functional analysis are Fredholm theory and the 
theory of strongly continuous semigroups, i.e., CO semigroups. In this paper the 
interaction between these areas arises naturally when we consider C,, semigroups 
which have the property that at least one of these operators (other than the 
identity operator) in the semigroup is semi-Fredholm. The particular case where 
the operators are bijective or, equivalently, where the semigroup can be enlarged 
to a CO group was considered by Phillips in [13]. 
In certain problems it is useful to know if a given C,, semigroup consists of 
semi-Fredholm operators. We refer the reader to [2, Theorem 3.1; 8; 111. 
It turns out that if one of the operators is semi Fredholm, then all of the 
operators have bounded inverses or all of the operators are surjective. Properties 
of the corresponding infinitesimal generator are determined and perturbations 
of the generator which give rise to C, semigroups of semi-Fredholm operators 
are investigated. 
A linear map A between Banach spaces is called a semi-Fredholm operator if 
it is closed, has closed range and at least the kernel N(d) is finite dimensional 
or the range R(A) has finite codimension. If  the dimension of N(A), written 
a(A), and the codimension of R(rZ), written b(A), are both finite, then -4 is 
called a. Fredholm operator. The index K(A) of a semi-Fredholm operator is 
defined by ~(~4) = ~(~4) - /3(A). 
A thorough treatment of Fredholm theory based on the work of Gohberg and 
Krein [3] and Kato [9], appears in Goldberg [4], Kato [9], and Schechter [14]. 
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Necessary Conditions 
The following lemma shows that our investigation is restricted to very special 
types of strongly continuous semigroups. 
LEMMA 1. Let T(t) be a C, senzigroup and let t, > 0. 
(i) I f  o(T(t,)) < ‘x8, then a(T(t)) = Ofor each t > 0. 
(ii) If/3(T(t,)) < 00, then /3(T(t)) = Ofor each t 3 0. 
(iii) I f  T(t,) is Fredholnz, then T(t) is bijectivefor each t >, 0. 
(iv) I f  T(to) is semi-Fredlzolnz, then for all t > 0, T(t) is semi-Fredholnz with 
4W) = 4%)) ami /W(O) = K’Vd. 
Proof. (i) is well known. (ii) is proved in a similar manner by considering 
the w* continuity of the conjugate operator T’(t). (iii) is a trivial consequence of 
(i) and (ii). The only nontrivial case to consider in (iv) is a(T(t)) = 0, 
/3(T(t)) = CO. It remains to prove that T(t) has a closed range for all t > 0. Since 
T(t,) has a closed range, /3(T’(t,)) = a(T(t,)) < ox By the semigroup property 
of T’(t), p(T’(t)) < vj, t > 0. Thus T’(t) and therefore T(t) has a closed range. 
To summarize, if a C,, semigroup of operators contains a semi-Fredholm 
operator (other than the identity operator), then all of the operators have 
bounded inverse or all of the operators are surjective. We shall call a C, srmi- 
group of operators semi-Fredholm if the operators are semi-Fredholm. 
Simple examples of semi-Fredholm semigroups which do not consist of 
bijective operators are backward translation semigroups and forward translation 
semigroups on L,[O, UC’). 
Througlzout the renzainder of tlzis paper, T(t) is a C, semigroup ozz Banach space S 
with irzfkitesimal gezzerator -4. 
Pazy has shown in [l I] that if 1 T(t)l; < Me-Uf for some TV :, 0, then T(t,) 
has a bounded inverse for some t, > 0 if and only if infilr,,=r J-t II T(t) s /jr dt :> 0, 
1 <p < CCI. From this result and Lemma 1, one obtains the following charac- 
terization of strongly continuous semi Fredholm semigroups on reflexive 
spaces. 
THEOREM. Suppose S is reflexive and 11 T(t)lj < MeWz. Then T(t) is a semi- 
Fredholm semigroup if and on& zffor any /* > w and 1 < p < co, 
s 
51 n: 
inf 
Ilxll=l 0 
e-tit jl T(t) x Ilp dt + inf s Ily'll=l 0 e-ut II T’(t) y’ II= dt > 0, 
where T’(t) is the conjugate of T(t). 
We now show that there are large classes of important semigroups which are 
not semi Fredholm. 
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THEOREM. Suppose t - T(t) is continuous in the uniform operator topology for 
0 < t, 6: t < og. If  T(t) is semi-Fredholm, then A is bounded. 
Proof. It is shown in [12, Theorem 3.21 that km,,, I/ AR(A) T(t,) - 
T(t,J = 0, where R(X) = (A - -4)--l. Thus, by Theorem 3 below, R(h) T(t,) 
is semi-Fredholm for all sufficiently large A and ~u(R(h) T(Q) < ol(T(t,)), 
/3(R(h) T(t&) .(, P(T(t,)). Consequently, either ar(R(X) T(t,)) = 0 or &R(h) T(Q) 
= 0. If  P(R(X) Tjt,)) = 0, then R(X) is surjective, or equivalently, O(A) = 
D(X - ~2) = X. Since A is closed, A is bounded by the closed graph theorem. If 
I f  cu(T(t,)) = 0, then for all *v, (1 R(X) x I/ > I/ T(t,)llml I/ T(t,) R(h) x/I 3 
II VXi Y(T(G W) II .2’// . S’ mce T(t,) commutes with R(h) and R(X) T(t,) is 
semi-Fredholm, it follows from the above inequalities that R(X) has a bounded 
inverse or R(A) has a closed range. Thus D(A) is closed and therefore 9 is 
bounded. 
COROLLARY. A dsfferentiable semigroup with an unbounded injinitesimalgenera- 
tor cannot be semi-Fredholm. 
Since lim supt+s 11 I - T(t)11 < 2 implies T(t) is holomorphic in an angle 
about the real axis, we obtain 
COROLLARY. I f  T(t) is semi-Fredholm with an unbounded infinitesimalgenerator, 
then lim sup,-, /I I - T(t)11 3 2. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a linear operator with domain and range in X. Define 
up(T) = {A: X - T is not a Fredholm operator}, 
u,(T) = {A: X - T is not a semi-Fredholm operator}. 
a,(T) is also called the essential spectrum of T. 
The following spectral mapping theorem follows readily from the identities 
(A - A) B,(t) = eAt - T(t) on S 
B,,(t) (A - 12) = eAt - T(t) on O(A), the domain of A, 
(*) 
where 
i?,(t) x = I” eA+s)T(s) x ds 
0 
THEOREM 2. exp(ta,(A)) C uF( T(t)) and exp(ta,(A)) C u,( T(t)). 
In case T(t) is a nilpotent Co semigroup, i.e., T(t,) = 0, the spectrum of A 
is empty. Since 0 E u,( T(Q), we see that, in Theorem 2, “C” cannot be replaced 
by ‘I=.” 
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In hte study of perturbations of semi-Fredholm operators, the minimum 
modulus plays an important role (cf. [4, V.1.6; 9, IV.51). It will also be very 
useful for our purposes. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a linear operator with domain and range in a Banach 
space. The minimum modulus of T, written y(T), is defined by 
y(T) = infT, II TX IlMx, WY) 
where d(x, N(T)) is the distance from x to the kernel of T. 
Remarks. y(T) = 11 T-l Ii-l, where p is the l-1 operator induced by T. I f  T 
is closed, then R(T) is closed if and only if y( T) > 0, in which case y( T’) = y(T) 
provided T is densely defined (cf. [4, IV.1.6, IV.l.91). 
The following fundamental perturbation theorem is used in the remaining 
portion of this paper. The proof appears in Goldberg [4, V.3.61, and Kato [9, 
IV.5.221. 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a semi-Fredholm operator with domain in a Banach 
space X and range in a Banach space 1’. Suppose B is a linear operator u’ith 
X3 D(B) r) D(T), R(B) C E’ and 
II Bx II < a II .r II + b II TX II , x E D(T), 
where a and b are nonnegative numbers such that a + by(T) < y(T). Then 
(i) T + B is semi-Fredholm ; 
(ii) 4T + B) < a(T), B(T + B) <B(T); 
(iii) K( T + B) = K(T). 
PROPOSITION 4. If T(t) is semi-Fredholm with (I T(t)/1 < Mewt, then 
(i) supt>,, t-l In y(T(t)) = lim,_, t-l In y(T(t)) < W, 
(ii) there exist 8 > 0 and 01 such that ewt > y(T(t)) > Seat. 
Proof. Suppose a(T(t)) = 0. Now y(t) = y( T(t)) is bounded away from zero 
on any finite interval [0, a]. Indeed, if 0 < t < a, then 1) T(t)jl < Al, and 
r(a) II x II < II T(a) .v II = II T(a - 4 T(t) x II < W II T(t) x II . Thus y(t) b 
M;‘,-ly(a). Since y(t, + t?) > y(tJ y(t,), --In y(t) is subadditive. Hence by [7, 
7.6.11, 
wop t-l In y(t) = -inof - t-l In y(t) = lim t-l In y(t). 
t+x 
Thus there exist t, and 01 such that (In y(t))/t > 01 for t > t, . Since y(t) is 
bounded away from zero on [0, t,], y(t) 3 Semt for an appropriate 8 and all 
t > 0. 
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For A’(t) = e-wV(t) an d n any positive integer, M 2 r(s(nt)) = ~(s(t)~) > 
(r(,S(t))“. Thus I > ,(5’(t)) = e-“‘r(t). For the case /I(t) = 0, apply the above 
results to T’(t). 
THEOREM 5. Supp ose T(t,) is semi-Fredholmfor some t, > 0 (thereforefor all t). 
Then in the half-plane 
P: Re h < c = st”,f t-l In y(T(t)) = F+z t-1 In y(T(t)), 
(i) X - A is semi-Fredholm; 
(ii) cr(h - A) and /3(X - ,4) are constant with 
(iii) or(X - A) = 0 ;f a(T(t,)) < 00 
>O if +“(G,)) = ~0, 
/3(X - A) = 0 ;f B(T(tJ) < ~0 
>o if B(WoN = 00. 
(iv) j y(h - L4) - y(h, - A)/ < ( X - A, / for h and A, in P. 
Proof. If Re h < c, then 1 eJt 1 < y(T(t)) for some t > 0. Since T(t) is semi- 
Fredholm, we have, by Theorem 3, that eht - T(t) is semi-Fredholm with 
de At - T(t)) < ol(T(t)), p(eA’ - T(t)) < p(T(t)). It follows from Theorem 2 
and (*) preceding Theorem 2 that (i) holds and 
a,(~ - A) G ol(eAt - T(t)) B 4T(t)), 
p(h - A) < P(eAt - T(t)) d B(T(t)). 
Since cy(T(t)) = 0 or #l(T(t)) = 0, the index K(X) = ,(A - A) = a(x - A) - 
&A - i4) is &(A - A) for all h in P provided /3(T(t)) = 0 or is -/3(h - A) 
provided a(T(t)) = 0. The index K(X) is constant on any connected set disjoint 
from a,(A), in particular on the half-plane Re h < c. Thus we obtain (ii). 
In view of the above arguments, the only assertions in (iii) which remain to be 
verified are those for which a( T(t)) == co or @(T(t)) = co. Suppose a(T(t)) = co. 
Since T(t) is semi-Fredholm, P(T(t)) = 0. Thus, ,S(eUf - T(t)) < ,B( T(t)) = 0, 
co = K(T(t)) = K(ept - T(t)) = ol(euf - T(t)) provided cut < y(T(t)). In par- 
ticular, cut is in the point spectrum Po(T(t)) of T(t). Now by [7, 16.7.21, 
Pu(T(t)) = etPotA) u (0). Hence for some integer k, p + 2mik/t is an eigenvalue 
of A. We have shown that every left half-plane contains an eigenvalue of A. 
Consequently we may conclude from (ii) that or(h - A) > 0 for Re A < c. 
The case where #?(T(t)) = cc can be proved in a manner similar to the above. 
The essential difference is that the residual spectral mapping theorem Ra( T(t)) C 
etRo(A) u {0}, [7], 16.7.3, is used in place of the point spectral mapping theorem. 
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(iv) From (iii) either a(,! - d) = z(Xr - ;1) = 0 or /3(X - =1) = 
/?(A1 - d) = 0. Let us consider the case where u(h - -4) = 0. Then for 11 s jl = 1, 
N E D(A), 
Thus y(r2 - A) 3 r(;l - AI) - 1 A - A1 . Interchanging A with A, , we obtain 
~(9 - A,) 2 ~(d - A) - j h - A, 1 which yields (iv). For the case 
/?(A - 9) = 0, apply the argument just given to A’. 
COROLLARY. If T(t) is semi-Fredholm and its infinitesimal generator A has a 
compact resolvent, then T(t) is bijectizre. 
Proof. By [4, Theorem V.2.31, a(h - A) = /3(h - =1) < co, which, together 
with Theorem 5, implies the corollary. 
The following example shows that the number c given in Theorem 5 is the 
best possible, i.e., the theorem need not hold if we take the closed half-plane 
ReX <c. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be the Banach space of bounded uniformly continuous 
functions on [0, oo) with the sup norm. Define (T(t) f) (s) = f (t + s). Then 
T(t) is a C,, semigroup of surjections with generator A given by II(A) = 
{f: f andf’ E X}, Af =f’. Now T’(t) is the right shift operator and therefore 
is an isometry. Hence y( T(t)) = y( T’(t)) = 1. Thus c = supi>,, t-l In y( T(t)) = 0. 
However, while /3( T(t)) = 0, /?(A) > 0 since 1 $ R(A). Thus (iii) of Theorem 5 
does not hold. 
Semi-Fredholm semigroups on Hilbert space 
In this section we characterize the infinitesimal generators of C,, semi- 
Fredholm semigroups on a Hilbert space. 
The numerical range ((Ax, x): 11 x 11 = 1, s E D(-4)) is denoted by W(A). 
THEOREM 6. If X is a Hilbert space, then the following statements are equi- 
oalent 
(i) T(t) has a bounded inverse with y( T(t)) > eo’, t > 0. 
(ii) Re W(A) > p, i.e., the numerical range of ;2 lies in the right half-plane 
Re h 3 p. 
(iii) \/(A - A) x // 3 (p - A) ~1 .r 11 for all h < p, s E D(A). 
If any of the aboze statements hold, then lim,,, y( T(t)) = 1. 
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Proof. First we establish the result for p = 0. (i) implies (ii). Let x E D(A) 
and 11 x 11 .= 1. Since 
I/ T(t) x II2 = 1 + 2 St Re(T(s) ,4x, T(s) x) ds, (1) 
0 
the assumption y(t) = y(T(t)) >, 1 implies 
1 
’ Re(T(s) Ax, T(s) x) ds 3 0 for each t > 0. 
‘0 
The strong continuity of T(t) implies Re W(A) > 0. 
That (ii) implies (i) is clear from (1). 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the observation that jj(h 4x11 
> --h II x [I for all X < 0 if and only if 
for all X < 0. 
This proves the theorem in the case p = 0. 
More generally, for p f  0 we apply the above result to the semigroup s(t) = 
e+T(t) whose infinitesimal generator is A - pl. The details are routine and are 
omitted. 
The assertion that lim,, 7(2’(t)) = 1 is an immediate consequence of (i) and 
Proposition 4. 
By taking adjoints of the operators in the above theorem, we obtain the follow- 
ing result for surjective semigroups in Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 7. If X is a Hilbert space, then the following statements are equi- 
valent. 
(i) T(t) is surjective with y(T(t)) 3 eef. 
(ii) Re W(rl*) 3 p. 
(iii) y(h - A) 3 p - h and X - A is surjective for each h < p. 
If any of the above statements hold, then lim,,, y( T(t)) = I. 
After the authors submitted this paper for publication, Seymour Goldberg 
obtained Theorem 8 and its corollary. 
THEOREM 8. T(t) has a bounded inverse if and only if there exists a bounded 
self adjoint linear operator B on SF’ such that for some m > 0, (Bx, x> 3 m /I x \I“-, 
x E A!, and the numerical range of BA lies in a right half-plane. In this case there 
exist c ;> 0 and p such that for all X < p, 
II@ - 4 x II t C(P - 4 II x /I , x E D(A). t*> 
409/64/z-12 
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Moreoser, there esists an equivalent Hilbert space norm / 1 on Z with the propert? 
that 1 T(t)-’ N i < e-0’ 1 s / for all x in the range of T(t). In addition, if a >> CL), 
where /I T(t)11 < Newt, then A -~ a generates a contraction semigroup with respect 
toI I. 
Proof. Suppose such a B exists. Define an inner product (,:)r on .P by 
<x, yh = 0% y\, where 6 ’ is the given inner product. It is clear that j x / = 
<x, x):/* is equivalent to the given norm /j I/ on X. Hence A is the generator of 
T(t) with respect to I I and there exists a p such that (AN, ~llr = (BAY, X, 3 
p 1 x 1;. Thus, by Theorem 6, T(t) has a bounded inverse with j T-l(t) x I 5; 
e--pt I x I and (*) follows from the equivalence of the norms. 
Now assume T(t) has a bounded inverse and ]I T(t)11 < Mew’, t > 0. Then for 
a > w, T,(t) = ebatT(t) is a C, semigroup with generator A - a and Bx = 
fT Ta*(t) Ta( > d . t x t IS a bounded linear operator on Z. Since T,(t) has a 
bounded inverse, there is, by [ll], an m > 0 such that 
(Bx, x) = I* 11 TJt) x /I* dt > m jl .Y II?, XEsfr. 
0 
It also follows from [I, Lemma 41, that 
Re((A - a) x, r\,l ~1 Re(B(A - a) N, xi = - & /j x II*. 
This, together with the boundedness of B, implies that the numerical range of 
BA lies in a right half-plane and that A - a is dissipative with respect to (,>i . 
Hence A - a generates a contraction semigroup with respect to I / . 
To handle the case where T(t) is surjective, we recall that A* generates 
T*(t) and T(t) is surjective if and only if T”(t) has a bounded inverse. In light 
of this, we apply the theorem to A* and obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. T(t) is surjectize if and onl~l z] there exists a bounded self adjoint 
linear operator B on 2 such that for some m > 0, (Bx, x) 3 m 11 x II*, x E X, 
and the numerical range of BA* lies in a right half-plane. In this case there exist 
c > 0 and p such that for all h < p, 
II@ - A*) Lx! II 3 c(p - A> II Lxt I/ I N E D(A*). 
Remarks. If  C is a bounded linear operator on .# and T(t) has a bounded 
inverse, resp. surjective, then A + C generates as Co semigroup which has a 
bounded inverse, resp. surjective. This follows immediately from the above 
results since the numerical range of B(A + C), resp. B&4* + C), lies in a right 
half-plane. This observation is a very special case of corollary 10 below. 
Suppose T(t) has a bounded inverse and B is defined as in the proof of the 
above theorem. If C is a linear operator such that A + C generates a Co semi- 
group S(t), then S(t) has a bounded inverse provided the numerical range of 
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B(A + C) lies in a right half-plane or, equivalently, the numerical range of BC 
lies in a right half-line. Thus s(t) has a bounded inverse provided 
--co< inf IIxll= 1 ,XED(C) 
Re(BCx, x> 
= , x,,=l!Lc) Re s,x (T,(t) cx, T,(t) xdt. 
An analogous result holds for T(t) surjective. 
Gustafson [6, Theorem 21, proved that if .4 generates a contraction semigroup 
and B is a bounded positive definite operator on # and BA is dissipative, then 
BA generates a contraction semigroup. Thus we see that if T(t) has a bounded 
inverse, resp. surjective, and is a contraction for t > 0, then BA, resp. AB, 
generates a contraction semigroup, where B is given as above. 
COROLLARY. Suppose X is a Hilbert space and T(t) is a semi Fredholm semi- 
group. If  the numerical range W(A) is neither the plane nor a left half-plane, then 
T(t) has a bounded inverse for all t. I f  W(A) 1 ies in a half-plane which is neither a 
left half-plane nor a right half-plane, then T(t) is bijective. 
Proof. If W(A) is not the whole plane or a left half-plane, it follows from 
[9, Theorem V.3.21 that there are points in the complement of W(A) with real 
parts converging to - co and these numbers are not in the point spectrum of A. 
By Theorem S(iii), T(t) has a bounded inverse. 
Suppose W(A) lies in a half-plane which is neither a left half-plane nor a 
right half-plane. Then the complement of W(A) contains a half-plane P which 
contains points with real parts converging to co and points with real parts 
converging to --to. Now by [9, Theorem V.3.21, /3(h - A) is constant in P. 
However, points with sufficiently positive real part are in the resolvent of A 
since A is an infinitesimal generator. Thus fi(X - A) = 0 for all X E P. It follows 
from Theorem S(iii) that T(t) is bijective. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY. Suppose T(t) is a contraction semigroup on a Hilbert space X. 
Then T(t) is an isometry for all t > 0 if and only ij //(h - A) x I( > --X 11 x 11 for all 
X < 0 and .Y E D(A). 
Perturbation theory. 
In this section we show that the semi-Fredholm nature of the semigroup is 
stable under a large class of perturbations of the infinitesimal generator. In [13], 
Phillips showed that bounded perturbations of the generator also generate C,, 
semigroups. He also initiated the study of stable properties, that is, properties 
of the semigroup which are preserved in the semigroup arising from a bounded 
perturbation of the infinitesimal generator. In this terminology Corollary 10 
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establishes that a and /J’ are stable. \Ve then turn to more general perturbing 
classes which are known to generate C, semigroups. The natural question is 
whether they also preserve the semi Fredholm proper-t!-. 
THEOREM 9. Let T(f) arid S(f) be C, semigroups with lim inf,,,, T(t) -~ S(t),’ 
= 0. !f T(t,) is semi-Fredhoh for some f, > 0, then for all t Y- 0. 
(i) T(t) and S(t) are semi Fredholm. 
(ii) a(T(t)) = u(S(t)) = 0 if a(T(t,,)) < 09 
ZzzE if ti(T(t,)) = cc, 
(iii) /3(T(t)) = /3(S(t)) = 0 if /3(T(t,)) < a3 
-- cc, (f /3(T(t,)) := co. 
Proof. Proposition 4 and the hypotheses quarantee the esistence of t, .I* 0 
such that 11 T(t,) - S(t,)/i < y(T(t,)). The theorem follows immediately from 
Theorem 3. 
The stability results for bounded as well as more general types of perturbations 
will now be shown to be an immediate consequence of the above theorem 
together with a result of Phillips. 
COROLLARY 10. Let B be a linear operator which is A-bounded, i.e., D(B) 3 
D(A)andjjBs/l <CC(~~s~l+~~A~l)f or a II x E D(A), and let l: 11 BT(t)/i, dt < CG, 
where I/ BT(t)jj, is the norm of BT(t) restricted to D(A). If T(t) is semi-Fredholm, 
then A + B generates a semi-Fredholm semigroup S(t) and the conclusions in 
Theorem 9 hold. 
Before proving the corollary, we need the following observation which is 
easy to verify. 
Observation. B is A-bounded if and only if D(B) 3 D(A) and B(h - A-’ 
is a bounded linear operator on X for some X in the resolvent set of 8. I f  B is 
closable, then B is A-bounded if and only if D(B) 1 D(A) (cf. [4] V.3.3). 
In light of this observation we may conclude from the proof of Corollary 1, 
p. 400, in Hille and Phillips [7], that S(t) is a C,, semigroup and there exists 0 
inL,([O, 11) such that Ij S(t) - T(t)11 ,< C j: e(s) ds, 0 < t < 1. Thus Theorem 9 
applies. 
As a particular case of the corollary we obtain 
COROLLARY. Let B be a bounded linear operator on X. If T(t) is semi-Fredholm, 
then -4 + B generates a semi-Fredholm semigroup S(t) and the conclusions in 
Theorem 9 hold. 
It is remarked in [7, p. 4011 that if T(t) is bijective and B satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Corollary 10, then B is bounded. This conclusion is also true if we 
replace “bijective” by “surjective.” Indeed, it follows from the fact that T(1) is 
surjective that there exists a constant C such that given x E X, 11 .V 11 = 1, we may 
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find y  with the property that T(1) y  = x and 11 y  (1 < C. Hence for x E D(B), 
/I x 11 = 1, it follows from [7, Theorem 13.3.21 that 
IjBxII =I]BT(l)yII <Kl!yJJ <KC. 
We have seen that as far as surjective C, semigroups are concerned, Corollary 
10 provides no more information than the above corollary. To obtain further 
generality, Miyadera [lo] introduced the following class of operators. 
DEFINITION. The Miyadera perturbing class is denoted by J?’ with B E A’ if 
(i) B is A-bounded; and 
(ii) there exists K > 0 such that 
I 
’ (1 BT(t) x I/ dt < K I/ x jl for all x E D(A). 
0 
Our result for this perturbing class is the following. 
THEOREM. If T(t) is semi-Fredholm and B E &, there exists co > 0 such that 
for I cz I <: co , A + EB is the in.nitesimal generator of a Co semi-Fredholm semi- 
group S(t) with ti(T(t)) = a(S(t)) and ,3(2’(t)) = /3(S(t)). 
Proof. Assume 11 Z’(t)11 < Jr. In [lo] Miyadera exhibits an co > 0 such that 
for ) E ( s: co , A + EB generates a Co semigroup T(t: A + eB). For n = 1, 2,..., 
define B, = nB(n - A-l, S;“)(t) = T(t: .4), 
S:“‘(t) x = J‘,’ T(t - s: A) B,Sj!\(s) x ds if x E X, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
and 
T(t: A-1 + EB,) == f &j”‘(t). 
j=O 
By an argument, analogous to the one in [lo, Lemma 21, it can be shown that 
for 6 any positive number, there exists N8 > 0 such that if n > N8 , then 
/I Sl”‘(t)j1 < w+lKj( 1 + S)j 
for t E (0, l] and .i = 1, 2 ,.... Thus 
(I T(r: A) - T(t: A + cB,)jl = 1; i c+‘(t) I/ 
I=1 
< g1 I E Y/l s!“‘(t)ii d pfw~ I E I (1 + w’ 
M2 1 E ) K(1 + S) 
l--MIEIK(lS-6) 
if n > N, , t E (0, l] and MK I E I (1 + 6) < 1. 
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Given any fixed f, E (0, I], choose I E 1 and 6 sufficiently small that 
for n > IV8 . Let 
6' < y(T(t,: A)) - 
ilI' I E / -I;( I + 6) 
1 - M 1 E 1 K(1 + 6) 
and let 11 x 11 =. 1. Since lim,+, T(t: 3 + rB,) s = T(t: A + EB) x, as shown 
by Miyadera, there is an hrs(~) such that 
~1 T(t,: -4 + EB) x - T(t,: A +- l B,) x I/ < 6’ 
for n > N&x). Taking n* > max(N6 , N&X)) we have 
/I T(t,: d + EB) s - T(t,: A) x 11 .< I/ T(t,: A + EB) x - T(t,: A t- EB,,) .Y ~ 
+ 11 T(t,: A + cBn*) x - T(t,: A) x 11 
< 6’ + M2 I 6 I KU + 6) 
1 - f i f  ( < ( q 1 -j- S) < r(T(to: 4). 
Thus 11 T(t,: A + EB) - T(t,: A)(1 < r(T(t,: A)). The theorem now follows 
from Theorem 3. The proof for the general case 11 T(t: A)l] < MP~ follows by 
applying the result just proved to the semigroup T(t: A - WI). 
The above theorem can be vlewed as a generalization of the stability result 
which Miyadera proved for groups of operators by quite a different method. 
Each of the perturbation classes we have treated thus far has had semi- 
Fredholm stability as well. Finally, we consider a collection of perturbing 
operators known to preserve the Co property but which do not preserve the semi- 
Fredholm property. 
The following perturbation theorem, due to Gustafson [5], is useful for our 
purposes. 
THEOREM 11. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup 
T(t) 011 the Banach space X and let B be a dissipative operator with D(B) 3 D(A). 
If there exist constants a and b, with a < 1, such that for all .x E D(A), 
then A + B is the injnitesimal generator of a Co contraction semigroup. 
The next example shows that the semi Fredholm property of a semigroup 
need not be preserved under the type of perturbation given in Theorem I 1. 
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EXAMPLE. Let X be the Hilbert space 12, and let K be the linear operator 
defined by Kid%} = {a&z). For A = K-l, it is easily verified that A is a positive, 
self-adjoint operator with eigenvalues 1, 2,.... Stone’s theorem guarantees that 
iA is the infinitesimal generator of a unitary group. For B = - $A, the condi- 
tions of Theorem 11 are met. However, the contraction semigroup generated 
by i,4 - $4 is not semi-Fredholm. This follows after observing that the eigen- 
values of i,-l - 4-4 are n(i - t), n = 1, 2,... which violates the spectral pro- 
perties of a generator of a semi-Fredholm semigroup as given in Theorem 5. 
By adding an additional hypothesis to the above theorem, we obtain the 
following stability result. 
THEOREM 12. Let .4 and B satisfy the conditions of Theorem 11 with X a 
HiZbert space. If inf,,+r Re((A + B) x, x) > -co, then S(t) and T(t) have 
bounded inverses with /I(S(t)) = /3(T(t)), where S(t) is generated by -4 + B. 
Proof. The condition inf,,,,,,, Re((A + B) x, x) > -co implies S(t) 
has a bounded inverse by Theorem 6. Moreover, since B is dissipative, 
infilzll=r Re(Ax, x) > --CO. Thus T(t) has a bounded inverse. Let d be chosen 
so that Re(Ax, x) 3 d for x E D(A) with (/ x (1 = 1. For X < d, ll(A - A) x jJ > 
Re((A - A) x, x) > d - A. Thus y(X - -4) > d - X > 0. 
We first consider the case where a < 3. Now 
II Bx II < a II Ax II + b II x II < a II@ - 4 x II + (a I X I + 4 II x II . 
I f  X < min(d, (-b + d - ad)/(l - 2a)), we have 
(a I X I + b) + ay(h - 4 < y(h - A) 
Thus, by Theorem 3, or(X - A - B) = ol(h - A) = 0 and /3(X - A - B) = 
p(X - A) for h sufficiently negative. The theorem for a < 4 now follows from 
Theorem 5. 
To extend the result to a < 1 one can apply, without change, Gustafson’s 
proof in [S]. 
Theorems 6, 7 and 12 can be extended to Banach spaces with a uniformly 
convex dual where the duality map replaces the inner product. 
Note added in proof. H. Brezis pointed out to the authors that Theorem 6 and 
its corollary can be extended to an arbitrary Banach space. The proof uses a 
result of Kato (nonlinear semigroups and evolution equations, J. Math. Sot. 
Japan, 19 (1967), 508-520) which states that for every x E D(A) and every 
f(t) E j(T(t) .v), where J is the duality map from X to X’, 
t -$ I/ T(t) .Y (I2 = Re(9T(t) x, f (t);. 
We now have the following results. 
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THEOREX The following statements me equivalent. 
(I) 11 T(t) s 1~ 2: el” 1 .2’ ‘I for all s i; S am! t .> 0. 
(2) li(A - A) s 1; ,; (p - A) 11 s ,I for all X < p and .Y 6 DC-I). 
(3) For each s E D(-4) with 11 s 11 = 1, there e.vists an f  E Jx surlr that 
Re(Ax, f:’ 2 p, 
COROLLARY. Let T(t) be a contraction semigroup. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) T(t) is an isometry for each t > 0. 
(2) ll(A - A) x /j > -A 11 .2 11 for all A : 0 and .2’ E D(.J). 
(3) For each s E D(A), there ezists an f  E Jx sub that Re,<dx,f,: = 0. 
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